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The amplitudes and half-widths of the resonance peaks of the magnetic and acoustic components of magnetoelastic oscillations in a thin magnetic film are calculated, within the
framework of the phenomenological theory, both for magnetic and for acoustic microwave
excitation. The optimal conditions for use of a thin film as a linear magnetoelastic transducer are analyzed.

THE discrete spectrum of characteristic frequencies of a thin magnetic film, determined by exchange and magnetoelastic interactions, was calculated earlier.C1] The general form of the coupled
magnetoelastic boundary conditions on the surface
of the film was later [ 2] made somewhat more precise. The preliminary results of a calculation of
the amplitudes and line widths of magnetoelastic
oscillations excited in a thin magnetic film by a
uniform microwave field were communicated in [ 3 ].
The aim of the present work is to calculate the
amplitudes and effective relaxation parameters
(line widths) of magnetoelastic oscillations in a
thin magnetic film both in the case of magnetic and
in the case of acoustic excitation.

FIG. 1

± iuy are the circular components of the elastic
displacement vector; h±(z) = hx(z) ± ihy(z) is the
external exciting magnetic field; f±(z) = fx(z)
± ify(z) is the density of external exciting force;
a is an exchange constant, g the magnetomechanical
1. SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS; GENERAL SOLUTION ratio, y a magnetoelastic constant, w 0 the frequency
Consider a magnetically uniaxial ferrodielectric, of uniform ferromagnetic resonance, St the transverse speed of sound, p the density of the material;
isotropic with respect to its elastic and magnetoand~ s and~ a are, respectively, the magnetic and
elastic properties, and having the form of a thin
acoustic
damping parameters,
film (Fig. 1). For oscillations with time-varying
factor ei w t, uniform in the plane of the film, the
Sa = 1 I ill't'a = 1 I 2Qa, (1.2)
£s = 1 I W't's = 1/2Q8 ,
linearized system of equations, with neglect of the
where Ts and Ta are the relaxation times of the
change of volume, has the form
spin system and of the acoustic system, and Qs and
du±
Qa are their quality factors. We remark that the
L.±m±-vgM02dz = - gM0h±(z),
linearized system will have the same form for a
crystal of cubic symmetry; in this case, y = y 2
vMo dm±
j±(z)
Lau±+----= - - - ·
(1.1) = B 2 /M~ and St = (c 44 /p) 112 •
p
dz
p
'
We shall consider the system (1.1) with the
d2
boundary conditions
Ls± = agMo dzZ + {(1 ± i£s) w ± wo],
La= (1

d2
+ 2i£a)St2 dz2
+w

2,

(1.1')

Here m± = mx ± imy is the deviation of the magnetic moment from the equilibrium state; u± = ux

m±lz=±d

=

0,

-du±
dz

I

=0

z=±d

(1.3)
'

which are a limiting case of the general boundary
conditions, [ 2] and which correspond to rigid pinning
547
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of the spins and to absence of elastic stresses on
the surface. Such idealized boundary conditions
permit a clearer exposition of the basic dependence
of the characteristics of the resonance peaks on
the parameters of the magnetoelastic system;
solution of the problem with boundary conditions
of general form is complicated, and that analysis
will not be made here.
The characteristic functions of the stated problem are plane standing waves. To the boundary
conditions there correspond two sets of characteristic functions:
a) for a solution symmetric with respect to m±
and antisymmetric with respect to u±,
m± ,..., cos kpz,

(1.4)

b) for a solution antisymmetric with respect to
m± and symmetric with respect to u±,
u± ,..., cos knz;

kn = nn I d,

n = 1, 2, ...

(1.5)

In both cases, the characteristic values of the
operators L~ and La are, respectively,
L\s± = -[(ffio

+ agMokl)

:L\a = ffi 2 -

{1

+

(1

p

u = ~(-1)(P+Il/ 2 up sin kpz;

for case b),

= ~ (-1tmn sin knz,

= =t= (L\s±L\u -

+ 2i6a)St kv
2

2

2 -

m=

k

(1. 7)

l - rJgM0 s12 k2 =

0. (1.8)

As also in [ 1], it is convenient to take w = const,
and to regard as the variable a quantity dependent
on the applied constant magnetic field, namely w 0•
Accordingly, we rewrite (1.8) in the form
a= 1 -

x
a.x- rJaM---;
Xc-X

2gMoh L\a(p)
y .Tp f!.(P)

ll

A

rJgMost 2k·?),

St2 2

(1.10')

n

field uniform in z, h = const, and by an elastic
force acting only on one surface (z =d) of the film,
f(z)- f6(z- d), where f is the surface force density, the amplitudes of the excited oscillations are
determined by the following expressions:
for case a),

(1.6)

2•

where TJ =
is the magnetoelastic coupling
parameter. The dispersion relation for this problem in the usual components is the product of the
dispersion relations (1. 7). For righthand polarization, (1. 7) describes a weakly modified elastic
wave; this will hereafter be ignored. The real part
oft::.-, to terms quadratic in ~a and ~ s• agrees
with the dispersion relation for a magnetoelastic
system without damping, [ 4]

+ agMok )]{ffi

= ~ (-1 )nun cos knz.

+

vx;; -

gMo2/

r pd2

A

(h)

L\(p) - mp

+ mp
A

(f)

,

+ iss)ffi],

y 2Mt/ps~

[ffi- (ffio

u

In the case of excitation by a magnetic microwave

cr = wo 1ffi,

aM = gMo

I ffi,

_1_ L\ 8<Pl
pd L\ (P)

+ 2r gMpd h

1 _
(fl
L\ (P) - Up

02

A

+ Up
A

(l.ll)

(h).

,

for case b),
gM 0 2 j
mn- r~
A

_

Xn'l• _
/),.(n) -

A

(fl

A

mn , Un

=

j L\/n)
pd /),.(n)

=

A

(f)

Un

•

(1.12)

It is evident that the type of oscillation correspond-

ing to case b) is not excited by a uniform magnetic
field.
2. AMPLITUDES OF SPIN WAVES WITH MAGNETIC EXCITATION

The complex amplitudes of the magnetic components of the magnetoelastic oscillations (for
brevity, "spin waves"), with magnetic (h) excitation, are determined by the expression
<hl _

A

mp

-

2aMh (1

v-

Xc

D

+ 2Ap)'1•

P

2

+ rP

2

{[Sp (Ap

2

2

+Sa ) -I..Ap]

+ i !6. (Apj + 6a +!..sal};
2)

Sp=1-cr-~
..... -cr,
I.

where d is the half-thickness of the film. For the
discrete set of values x = xy, (1.9) describes the

_

Up -

The dispersion relations for this problem have the
form
L\±

(1.10)

p

n

p = 1, 3, 5, ... ;

m± ,..., sin knz,

mp cos kpz,

m = ~ (-1)(p+l)/ 2

m

u± ,..., sin kpz;

kp = pn I 2d,

discrete spectrum of magnetic resonance fields
studied in detail in [ 1].
For left-hand polarization (the index "minus"
will be omitted hereafter), we seek a solution of
(1.1) in the form of a superposition of characteristic functions:
for case a),

=

rJC1.'.1

I 2,

(2.1)

The imaginary part of (2.1) and the modulus of this

M A G N E T 0 E LA S T I C 0 S C I L LA T I 0 N S IN A THIN M A G N E TIC F I L M
expression, upon change of the constant magnetic
field, reach a maximum at the same value of a,
corresponding to the vanishing of the real part of
(2.1):
Up=

1 -aex - 2"''
P

Xp (xc- Xp)
(xc- Xp)2 46a2xp2

+

(2.3)

This expression is exhibited graphically in Fig. 2;
the turning points a 1 and a 2 are determined by the
expressions
(2.4)

Au= +sa

or
Uc

=

1-

UeXc

+ 2"A.

In the absence of acoustical damping, (2.3) coincides with the dispersion relation (1.9); when
~a "'0, it differs appreciably from (1.9) only in the
neighborhood of the point x = Xci with increase of
~ a• (2.3) goes over to the pure spin branch S = 0.
When (2.3) is satisfied,

Im I (h)

P

=

a-ap

=

2aMh (2A
Ss V Xc
P

2aMh M

s.VXc

(h)

p

+ 1)'/,
Ap2
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relation (1.9), and
X±

~ _1

c

(

1

+ 2"A- a

2

Ue

a- a )z

+ 1 [( ---" . +4xxc2
2 .. \

]"'
·

(2.6)

,

Ue

where K = 211./xcae = T)s{/aw 2 ,
On substituting (2.6) in (2.5), we get the envelope
of the resonance amplitudes as a function of a, In
parts s corresponding to a weakly modified spin
branch and at the points a= ac and a= a 1, 2 , the expression M(h) takes the following form (the indices
± correspond to the x± branches):

e r[
Uc

1

a

[1

+6(

1

+ '). .

f- a

f - 2ac

+a J

(1- ac)

)21-t '

a- Uc J

s:

(2.7)

A1l2 + Sa2
+ Sa2 + "Asa /Ss

(2.5)
•

This expression describes a discrete set of resonance amplitudes of spin waves. If in (2.5) we omit
the index p and consider x a continuous function of
a, determined by the expression (2.3), then (2.5)
will represent the envelope of the resonance amplitudes as a function of the external constant magnetic field. The difficulty connected with the fact
that (2.3) is a cubic equation in x can be evaded by
restricting oneself to the practically most interesting case A. » ~a~ s; then, as far as the turning
points, (2.3) is described approximately by the

FIG. 2. Essential form of the relations (2.3), (3.3), and
(4.3), corresponding to the vanishing of the real parts of the
amplitudes of spin waves (dashed line), acoustic waves (dashes
and dots), and cross-amplitudes (solid line).

where o = 4/\~ a/~ s ·
The behavior of these functions is lr.rgely determined by the parameter o. In the limiting case
o = 0 (~a = O), the function M +(h) takes a value
r:::: (xcae) 112 at a= 0 and increases monotonically
with increase of a, asymptotically approaching
unity (Fig. 3). Foro"' 0, the value of M+(h) has a
maximum at a= am 1 ; depending on the value of o,
the point am 1 can lie either to the right or to the
left of ac; foro r:::: 1/ 4 K312 , we have am 1 = ac; for
o ~ 1/ 4 K312, am 1 ~ ()c· The function M_(h) is monotonic and increasing in the interval ({)2, 1). When
() = ()c, M_(h) > M+(h) always; and for sufficiently
small o, the amplitudes of the spin waves that
correspond to the x_ branch are larger than the

FIG. 3. Normalized envelope of resonance amplitudes of
spin waves M+ (h): curve a, 13 > V<tK'/ 2; curve b, 13 "' V<tK'/2;
curve c, 13 < V<tK'/ 2•
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amplitudes of the spin waves on the x.. branch; the
spin waves corresponding to the x.. branch, however, can be excited only in sufficiently thick
films: [ 1] 2d > rrstlw. The amplitudes of the spin
waves that correspond to the section (a 1, a 2), if
the condition A. » ~a~ s is satisfied, are of no interest because of their smallness.
In numerical estimates, the parameter values
used have been those corresponding to nickel:
M 0 ~ 5 x 10 2 G, B 2 ~ 9 x 107 erg/cm 3 , a~ 6
x 10-12 cm 2, w ~ 6 x 1010 sec-1 , st = 3 x 10 5 em/sec,
1J ~ 2. 7 x 10- 2, K ~ 0.1, 2d ~ 4 x 10-5 em, and
xc ~ 16.
In study of the absorption and dispersion of a
microwave magnetic field by a magnetoelastic
film, the harmonics of the sums (1.10) must be
averaged over the thickness of the film.
3. AMPLITUDES OF ACOUSTIC WAVES WITH
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
The complex amplitudes of the elastic components of the magnetoelastic oscillations (for brevity,
"acoustic waves"), with acoustic (f) excitation,
are determined by the expression

<t -

Uy ) -

++r1'1'2

j
2Av
2pdffi2 Dv2

{[A S
'I' (

'I'

2

+ Ss ) 2

S]

').

'I'

(3.1)
The modulus of this expression, upon change of the
constant magnetic field, reaches a maximum on
fulfillment of the condition

When A. »~a~ s• the expression (3.2), like (1.9),
agrees approximately with (3.3) all the way to the
turning points {3 1 and {3 2 • Thus over this range,
(3.5) describes the discrete spectrum of resonance
amplitudes of acoustic waves.
As in Sec. 2, if we omit the index y and consider
x a continuous function of a, we may regard (3.5)
as the envelope of the resonance amplitudes. In the
sections a that correspond to a weakly modified
acoustic branch, at the point a = ac, and at the
turning points f3t 2• the expression for u(f) takes
the following for~s:
2
J-~
[ 1+x~][1+~(~)
Oc - 0
0
Oc - 0

j (1 ±x''·> f(1±x''•> + :r
I1 ±

•

2sa6s

"A

2£.

a=oc. (3 ·

1

2

"A

+ 2sass

' x=

a

6)

Xt, 2

The functions ut) approach unity (which corresponds to purely acoustic waves) on withdrawal of
a to the right and to the left, respectively, from the
point ac; they decrease on approach to the turning
points {3 1 2 • The change of ui1> is monotonic, but
u~f) attains a not very pronounced maximum at
A= 1/ 4 6, taking there the value (1 + 26)/(1 + 6).
The amplitudes of acoustic waves corresponding
to the interval ({3 1 , {3 2) are of no interest if the condition A. » ~a~ s is satisfied.

4. CROSS-AMPLITUDES OF MAGNETOELASTIC
OSCILLATIONS

The greatest interest attaches to the magnetic
components
of magnetoelastic oscillations under
whereas the real part vanishes when
acoustic (f) excitation and to the elastic components
(3.3) of magnetoelastic oscillations under magnetic (h)
The relation (3.3) is exhibited graphically in Fig. 2; excitation. From the expressions (1.11) and (1.12)
it is evident that the amplitudes of such componthe turning points {3 1, {3 2 are determined by the exents (for brevity, "cross-amplitudes") have much
pressions
in common with each other:
At,2

= +"A I 2£••

8= ±'Ss

(3.4)

u

(hl=

or

Y

Xt,2

=•Xc'Ss/ (Ss ±"A).

A

my

In the absence of spin damping, (3.3) coincides
with (1.9); when~ s ;e 0, it differs appreciably
from (1.9) only in the neighborhood of S = 0; with
increase of ~ s• (3.3) goes over to the pure acoustic
branch A = 0. When (3.3) is satisfied,

IUy j =
A

(f)

/

2pdffi 2 ~a

+ 1j

j2A
Y

+ Ss2

. Sy2
Sy2
Ss 2

+ + A~sHa
(3.5)

yaMMoh( 2A +i)Dy+ify
p dro 2
y
Dy. 2 + r ..2
(

(f)

'

(4.1)
(4.2)

In these expressions, the index y can take the values
p and n; it must be understood that when y = n, the
value of ~(h) = 0. Upon change of the constant
magnetic field, the moduli of these expressions
reach maxima on satisfaction of condition (2.3),
and the real part vanishes when
SyAy- ("A+ SaSs) = 0.

(4.3)
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The relation (4.3) is also exhibited graphically
in Fig. 2; when A. »~a~s• (4.3) agrees with (1.9),
and as far as the turning points with (2.3). When
(4.3) is satisfied,

I~./hl I=

I

h

(/)

my

pdro2s.

(hl
y

(4.4)

,

1- r~MMof -vx;, s.
-

2

proWs.

= Y~MMotJI"X;,M

-

+

I
tc

pro2d26.

<t>

(4.5)

y

_ 1 - ·lh _[ 1 _ x ( 1- o·e) (,1- cr)

I0 ' - crcl

J

(cr- crc) 2

X[1

+ 6 ( 0'1 _-

()'

)2]-1

O'c

,

S

-:-=6.--=-~1. 2
A+ 2saGs '
x'/, ( 1 + x'l•) '/, [x 6 ( 1 + x'h) 2]-t,

11 +

"' I
T.

11'+ 2ta j

--- "'

+

--~--,
A+ 2~aSs

0'

= crc; (4.6)

Cl1,2

( 1 - crc) 'Ia ( 1 - cr) '/•
Ia- crc I

+ ').,

X [1

X[1

+6 (

+

(1- 2ac cr) (2- 3cre
( 1 - crc) ( 0' - crc)2

! :c rr1 .

I1 +')., I'/,

+ cr)

-

1
(4.7)

Gs

~s

( 1 ± 21;a) 'Ia -~--,
A+ 21;a6s

O'c

Clt,2·

The function u!h) has a maximum when a (Fig ..
4) is equal to
= 1-

CYeXc

[1

6 )'/'1 + 2')., [ 1 + (-1 +
6 )'Ia] •
+ (\ 1 +
66
(4.8)

taking there the value
Um(h) ~

[f6(6

+ 1} + 6]-

1•

point ac; for o ~ K/(1 - K), at a point am 2 ~ ac.
The function u~h) is approximately a mirror image
of the function u£h) with respect to a= a c. The
general form of the functions Mt) is close to that
of the functions uih). The points of maximum M~f)
coincide with ac when o = K/(1 ± K112 ), respectively.
5. RELAXA TIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MAGNETO ELASTIC OSCILLATIONS
The relaxational characteristics, in contrast to
the amplitudes, are, in the linear approximation,
independent of the boundary conditions; consequently, they do not reflect what is special to a thin
film. Thus the results of this section still hold for
a different shape of the magnetoelastic crystal.
The complex dispersion relation (1.7), after the
substitution w = w' + iw" = w' + i~w', separates
into a system of two equations, which (on neglect
of ~ 2 in comparison with unity) can be put into the
form
A{S(A 2 + Sa2 ) - M}

+ S(2A + 1)2{A(S2 + 6s

+ 2AS (2A + 1){AS- ('A+ sass)} =
6 = (Ssa+As.) I [S(1 +2A) +A].

s

' ~1,2
A+ 2saSs
x'l• ( 1 ± x'h) 'Ia [x + 6 ( 1 + x'/•)2]-1, cr =

1

0
FIG. 4. Normalized envelope of resonance peaks of crossamplitudes U+ (h): curve a, 8 > K; curve b, 8"' Kj curve c, 8 < K·

+ 1)'1•
+ saS'Y I

(2Ay
f6.Ay

If we omit the index y and consider x a continuous function of a, we may regard these expressions
as envelopes of the resonance amplitudes. In the
sections s, at the point a= ac, and at the turning
points, the expressions for u(h) and M(f) take the
following form (Figs. 3 and 4):

O'm2

U(h)

2r~MMoh _k
2Ay + 1
pdro1 s.
2 I s.Ay + SaSy I

= 2r~MMoh U

-

•
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(4.9)

Foro= K/(1- K), the maximum is located at the

2) -

'AS}

0,

(5.1)

The first equation of the system is satisfied if all
three of the expressions in curly brackets vanish
simultaneously; that is, if the relations (2.3), (3.3),
and (4.3) are simultaneously satisfied. These
correspond to the vanishing of the real parts of the
amplitudes of the spin waves and of the crossamplitudes. Thus the dispersion relation for a
system with damping is described by a many-valued
function, all branches of which are represented in
Fig. 2 (this function has the simplest form in a
rectangular system of coordinates AOS). For
~ a• ~ s 0, all the branches of this function fuse
with branches of the dispersion relation (1. 9).
The second equation of the system (5.1) gives
the value of the effective relaxation parameter
~ = w "jw' of the magnetoelastic system on any of
the branches in Fig. 2. It is clear that on approach
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to the pure spin branch (S _. 0), ~ _. ~ s; and that
for A_. 0, ~ _.~a. In the sections s and a and at

I [1 Ss

l

2A. -

the point u

=

uc,

~

as a function of u has the form

1- + x ( 1 - CJe ) 2] + 46aA. ( 1 - a ) 2
Ge - CJ
CJe - CJ
Ge - CJ

,

(ss + Sa2CJ.Xe (1 ± x'i•) 2](1 + 2aeXe ( 1 + x'i•) ]-1, CJ = CJe.
1 2cre - 1
1
1 - CJe
a- 1
sa [ 1+2A.( CJ - CJe ) 2 - 2x
2 s.x( CJ - CJe ) 2
CJ - CJe +-

s

(5.2)

J

'

a

u = CJmi (different for each of the cases); a resonance peak of maximum amplitude may be observed
either to the left or to the right of uc, depending on
salss = 1 + 1/2x'i•(1 + 2a.xe) ~ '1
(5.3)
the nonlinear relations (different for each of the
cases) between the dimensionless parameters
is satisfied. If ~a/~ s § 1, then u~4 ~ ac and
- <::>- Uc·
6 = 2TJ uM~ a!~ s and K = TJ si!aw 2 ; in all three cases
CJm4
resonance peaks can be observed also at values of
The line widths, on the frequency and magnetic
the constant magnetic field greater than the field
field scales, are determined by the expeessions
for uniform ferromagnetic resonance. The ratio
(5.4)
A a = 2s8Cilo I a(il.
.!1Cil = 2sCil,
~ al~ s can be calculated from the measured value
On the sections s and a and at the point u = ac, the
of Umi·
If 2d > 1l"St/w, then resonance peaks· correspondfunctions b.cr(u) have the form
ing to the x_-branch are also excited; the ampli1- (j
tudes of such peaks can under certain conditions be
s
6.+4"-sa ( - ae- a
greater than the amplitudes of the peaks that corre(5.5)
Ss + 26aCJeXc(1 + x'") 2• (j = CJc.
spond to the x+-branch.
2
The effective relaxation parameters~ of the
1 CJ- CJe )
Ss 4A6a ( 1 l ( [1- , a
-(T,
system, far from uc, go over to~ s (on the modified
spin branch) or to ~a (on the modified acoustic
It is evident that on approach to the acoustic branch,
branch); they reach maxima near uc; ~ may lie
boa± rises sharply.
either to the left or to the right of uc, depending
on the relation between ~ s and ~ a. The resonance
line widths of the m-components, measured in
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
magnetic-field units, behave differently in their
dependence on u: they are weakly modified on the
Both with magnetic and with acoustic excitation
(when TJ .,. O), there should be observed in a thin
modified spin branch and rise sharply on transition
magnetic film a discrete spectrum of resonance
to the modified acoustic branch (even when~ a < ~ s).
peaks of coupled magnetoelastic oscillations, deThe calculation made permits the establishment
of optimal conditions for most effective use of a
termined by exchange and magnetoelastic interacthin magnetic film as an element for converting
tions. With acoustic excitation, in contrast to
excitation by a uniform microwave magnetic field,
microwave oscillations of different types from one
to another: (h)- (m), (h)- (u), and (u)- (m).
even modes (satisfying the boundary conditions)
are also excited, i.e., the number of resonance
For each type of conversion the optimal conditions
peaks is doubled; since uniform ferromagnetic
are different; in particular, for given system
parameters the values of the external constant
resonance should not be observed with f-excitation,
the resonance spectrum has a clearer structure in
magnetic field that correspond to the most effective
this case.
conversion are different for each type.
The distributions of the resonance-peak ampliA thin magnetic film permits the bringing about
tudes (as dependent on u, that is, on the value of
of a linear conversion of a uniform microwave
the constant magnetic field) for the m-components
magnetic field to acoustic oscillations (generation
of the oscillations under h- and f-excitation and
of hyper sound); in bulk material the conversion
for the u-components under h-excitation have
(h)- (u) is possible only in the nonlinear range
much in common with one another (if 2d::; 7rst/w):
(either with nonuniform h or with nonuniform H0).
in all three cases, a resonance peak of maximum
Ferroacoustic resonance in a thin film was observed in [ 5 • 6J. In the work of Seavey[S] acoustic
amplitude should be observed at a certain value
These functions reach extrema at certain points
u~ 4 , which coincide with crc if the condition

)2

+

+--
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oscillations, excited by a pulse of microwave magable experiments would be ones conducted on films
netic field, were led from the thin film into a quartz of identical composition and of different, sufficiently
smoothly varying thicknesses. [1]
rod and, after reflection from its free end, again
excited spin waves in the film; the microwave mag1 V. A. Ignatchenko and E. V. Kuz'min, JETP 47,
netic field produced by these latter pulses was
registered with a superheterodyne receiver. Thus
1814 (1964), Soviet Phys. JETP 20, 1223 (1965).
in this research, conversion was accomplished ac2 V. A. Ignatchenko and E. V. Kuz'min, FTT 7,
cording to the scheme (h) - (u) - (m) - (h). The
1962 (1965), Soviet Phys. Solid State 7, 1585 (1966).
3 V. A. Ignatchenko, E. V. Kuz'min, and L. M.
envelope of resonance amplitudes in this case had
a form corresponding to large o (curves of type a
Gorenko, Izv. AN SSSR ser. fiz. (in press).
in Figs. 3 and 4). It must be kept in mind, how4 A. I. Akhiezer, V. G. Bar'yakhtar, and S. V.
ever, that with such large film thicknesses
Peletminskil, JETP 35, 228 (1958), Soviet Phys. 8,
(~ 4500 A), there may be observed, between the
157 (1959).
peaks corresponding to the x +-branch, peaks corre5 M. Pomerantz, Phys. Rev. Letters 7, 312
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